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Standard ModelStandard Model
 In S.M., Neutrinos are In S.M., Neutrinos are 

massless, left-handed, massless, left-handed, 
neutral, and weakly-neutral, and weakly-
interactinginteracting

Mass states and flavor states Mass states and flavor states 
are the sameare the same

Neutrinos cannot directly Neutrinos cannot directly 
change flavor: conservation change flavor: conservation 
of lepton family numberof lepton family number

However, not a complete However, not a complete 
picture!picture!



Neutrino OscillationsNeutrino Oscillations

 Neutrinos do appear to “oscillate” Neutrinos do appear to “oscillate” 
and change flavorand change flavor

 Studies of atmospheric neutrinos Studies of atmospheric neutrinos 
showed disappearance of muon showed disappearance of muon 
neutrinos over large distancesneutrinos over large distances

 Studies of solar neutrinos showed Studies of solar neutrinos showed 
disappearances of electron disappearances of electron 
neutrinosneutrinos

 Higher than expected ratio: vHigher than expected ratio: vee / v / vμμ



Neutrino OscillationsNeutrino Oscillations

 Mass states and flavor states can be written Mass states and flavor states can be written 
as different combinations of each otheras different combinations of each other

 Waves of mass states interfere to form Waves of mass states interfere to form 
different flavor statesdifferent flavor states

 Oscillation probability given by:Oscillation probability given by:

P(P(ννµµ  ->->ννee)=sin)=sin22(2θ)sin(2θ)sin22(1.27(1.27∆∆mm22L/E)L/E)

  θ is the mixing angle, L the distance θ is the mixing angle, L the distance 
between production and detection, mbetween production and detection, m 22  
the difference in squares of the two the difference in squares of the two 
neutrino masses, and E the energy  neutrino masses, and E the energy  



Mixing MatrixMixing Matrix



Double ChoozDouble Chooz

Reactor neutrino experiment

Want to measure remaining mixing angle θ13

Upper limit of 13o

 Extends Chooz experiment

Two detectors
 Near: 410 m
 Far 1.05 km

Target region: ~10.3 m3 scintillator



Inverse Beta DecayInverse Beta Decay

Electron antineutrinos: produced from decay of products 
of fission reaction with isotopes U-235, U-238, Pu-239 
and Pu-241

Inverse Beta Decay reaction:

Signal detected by

photomultiplier tubes



Muon BackgroundsMuon Backgrounds

Cosmic ray muons come through rock and into detector

Muons produce neutrons in detector through spallation 
(collision of particle with a nucleus) and muon capture 
(creates fast neutrons)

Fast neutrons in detector create recoil protons

Positron-like signal

Neutron capture signal



Outer VetoOuter Veto

Outer Veto set up over detector to identify muons that will 
cause background

Differentiates between muons that go through target and 
those that pass near

Detects muons that may escape detection by inner veto

Staggered layers of scintillator strips to measure X and Y 
coincidence signals and track muons



CablingCabling
 Event signals: minimize dead time for 

detector, delay time of signal, preserve 
pulse signal  

 50-foot and 61-foot RG174 cables 
were cut, and will be combined with 
110-foot and 97.5-foot RG58 cables 
for data transfer in the upper and lower 
sections of the outer veto.    

 The overall delay should be around 
270 ns

 RG174 sections of the outer veto 
cables have three cables bound 
together: Clock, Trigger, Gate



Pulse Degeneration: RG174Pulse Degeneration: RG174

Waveforms indicate a large degeneration of signal from 55ft to 
105ft cable

Rise in 105ft over greater time; signal triangular



Pulse Degeneration: RG58Pulse Degeneration: RG58

Signal is preserved much better in RG58, but does not have three 
separate channels

110 ft cable still preserves > 75% of original pulse



Delay TestingDelay Testing

97.5 ft cables: 136.63 ns average delay time

110 ft cables:  154.26 ns average delay time



Simulation in DOGSSimulation in DOGS

Necessary to keep track of muons that make it into the 
detector

Double Chooz Monte Carlo

Particle simulation in detector and reconstruction 
simulation

Tools for analysis using energy depositions in detector

Still developing: some bugs uncovered!



Data FlowData Flow

Preliminary tests done at 
each step and 
modifications made

Whole simulation runs 
through in shell script that 
expedites process

Can loop through 
energies, starting 
positions, or other 
parameters



DOGS Processes

GEANT4: geometry of detector, materials used, particle 
location / energy / momenta, optical photons

Generator “gun” used

Settings for proper scintillation light (Cerenkov, 
photons)

DCRoSS: signal detection, amplification at photocathode 
on PMTs, data acquisition based on varying trigger levels

DCReco: uses information about magnitude and location 
of deposited energy to reconstruct particle information



Data AnalysisData Analysis

ROOT plotting script created to compare variables from 
different trees

Runs through events and fills histograms



Reconstruction AlgorithmsReconstruction Algorithms

Based on maximum likelihood algorithm

α = (x, y , z, t, φ, θ, E) 

Parameters:
 (x, y, z, t) four-dimensional vertex vector
 the directional vector (φ, θ)
 Energy E

Work backwards to reconstruct particle information



Reconstruction AlgorithmsReconstruction Algorithms

 Product over individual charge and time likelihoods at different PMTs

 Levent is the probability that the event has the characteristics given by the 
seven-dimensional vector, α

 Maximization of Levent determines what specific combination of vertex, 
direction and energy corresponds to the event.  DCReco uses the above 
method to reconstruct muon information.  

 Reconstruction is based on a probability
 will not always yield the same results
 accuracy of algorithm may also change depending on starting positions 

and starting energies



Positions in DetectorPositions in Detector

Tracks through middle of 
sections and close to walls

Response of PMTs could 
change with particle 
proximity

6 different regions tested

All at starting energy of 
5000 MeV



Energy: Changing PositionsEnergy: Changing Positions

 Increases in Gamma Catcher 
region; goes through most 
scintillating volume

 Buffer region is non-
scintillating, so energy 
deposited = 0

 Energy values are expected 
for muon energy loss in 
scintillator



X and Y ReconstructionX and Y Reconstruction



Accuracy: Changing PositionsAccuracy: Changing Positions
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Gamma Catcher region: accuracy appears to decrease

Muons reconstructed to within ~50 mm in other regions



Energy RangeEnergy Range
Looking at muon positions at 

varying energies in the 
detector gives an idea of 
positions for other false 
signals

 Starting energies and 
positions changed for 
efficiency tests

Range: 1 GeV to 25 GeV

Range : approximately before the change in muon flux with 
respect to changing energy starts to decrease

Constant starting position: 500 mm, through target region



All Starting EnergiesAll Starting Energies



Effect of Energy on Effect of Energy on 
ReconstructionReconstruction

Multiple scattering effect
 Deflects through an angle:

where βc is velocity, p is momentum, and x / X0 is the thickness of the 
scattering medium

Using tan(θ) and scaling for the height of the tank results in 
a comparable value in units of length to the RMS values



Multiple Scattering PredictionMultiple Scattering Prediction



Multiple Scattering PredictionMultiple Scattering Prediction



ConclusionsConclusions

Identifying and rejecting background is an important part of data 
collection in Double Chooz

Outer Veto Cabling tests indicate that the delay times and signal 
degeneration are within acceptable ranges for proper data 
acquisition

Reconstruction accuracy appears to decrease in Gamma Catcher 
region and close to vessel walls

Reconstruction accuracy appears to increase with starting energy, 
likely due to the effect of multiple scattering



Thank you to everyone who worked with me this 
summer! Special thanks to:

Arthur Franke, Matt Toups, Camillo Mariani, Leslie 
Camilleri, Mike Shaevitz, and everyone else in the 
neutrino group.

I learned a lot about the experiment and the physics 
behind it, and am glad to have had this great 
opportunity!
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